PTC. The First Name In CAD/CAM Innovation.

"PTC is #1."
— Financial World's list of America's 50 Best Mid-Cap Companies.

"In 1994 PTC will surpass both IBM and Computervision in annual sales to become the leader in the CAD/CAM software industry."
— International Data Corporation

"In Top 5 of GLOBE 100" 3 years running.
— Boston Globe's list of Best of MA Business.

Parametric Technology Corporation (PTC) is redefining the capabilities of mechanical CAD with Pro/ENGINEER®, a unique parametric feature-based solid modeling technology.

If you're about to complete your BS or MS in:
• Mechanical Engineering
• Manufacturing Engineering
• Computer Science
• Applied Mathematics...
get a head start on your future by talking to PTC.

For information about positions currently available, please sign up at your Career Placement Office for an on-campus interview on October 18th. Or send or fax your resume to:

ON CAMPUS OCTOBER 18TH.

---

Baseball Slams Babson Twice

Baseball, from Page 20

and proceeded to steal second base. With one out, Pullen and designated hitter Tom Epps '98 both reached base to set the table for Mejia's 2-run single. The next batter, right fielder Duane Stevens '98, lined a single to center field, driving in a run to make the score 3-1 for MIT.

As in the first game, Babson would play the role of catch-up, scoring two runs in both the 4th and 5th innings to tighten the ball game.

In the end, however, MIT's advantage proved to be too sizable to overcome.

Steve Brunelli '96, MIT's starting pitcher, had control problems, walking five men and was backed by a shaky defense that committed two costly errors, but on the whole pitched well enough to get the win. He gave up 8 hits and struck out 8 in a complete game performance.

We've just made this 6-pound computer even easier to pick up.
(Buy one now, and we'll throw in all this software to help you power through college.)

When you weigh the options, it's quite possibly the best deal available for college students. For a limited time, buy a select Apple PowerBook at a special student price and get a unique Apple Computer Loan, you can own one for less than a dollar a day:

- A unique Apple Companion to help you tap into on-line research resources. Plus ClarisWorks, an integrated package with a word processor, database, spreadsheet and more. All with the portable computer you can use anytime, anywhere you happen to be. Apple PowerBook. And now with an Apple Computer Loan, you can own one for less than a dollar a day. It's the power no student should be without. The power to be your best.
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MIT Computer Connection, Student Center, W20-021
253-7686, mcc@mit.edu
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